The unexpected Treasure
by aleal
Passion for Tradition

• Passion for tradition •
ALEAL has been creating furniture and prestigious design objects that bring the unique ALEAL style into homes all over the world. The ALEAL collections contain a large variety of home furnishings. All the products are made from high quality wood, lacquer, metals, leathers and glass, which together create a medley of truly sleek, superb and supreme products to furnish the complete home. ALEAL is mainly driven by client satisfaction and by the constant desire to achieve three important values:

Perfection - Elegance - Quality

ALEAL is a family business, already working in the second generation, with strong family values.
RIVIERA 4 FEET RECT. 2.20 DINING TABLE WITH 2 EXTENSIONS OF 50CM WITH GLASS OR CERAMIC TOP
RIVIERA SIDEBOARD 2.20 | MIOLA CHAIR | WESLEY CHAIR
RIVIERA TV UNIT | RS AND SHELVES
RIVIERA COFFEE TABLE
RIVIERA SUPPORT TABLE
RIVIERA TUB CHAIR

RIVIERA CONSOLE
RIVIERA POUFF STOOL
PLAZA TV UNIT 2.00
PLAZA HIGH BACK COFFEE BAG
PLAZA KID'S 100 CM CORNER UNIT
PLAZA CHAIR | PLAZA LIBRARY

PLAZA CHAIR
PLAZA SOFA
PLAZA CONSOLE
PLAZA CONSOLE MIRROR
PLAZA BED
PLAZA BEDSIDE TABLE
PLAZA CHEST OF DRAWERS
PLAZA BEDROOM MIRROR
The EDEN dining table has an unusual top in a tree leaf shape, a middle vein and a spiny Ebony leaf that rests its inspiration on nature.

The polished brass base, with two distinctive faces, recalls the summer with trees of a leafy density and the winter with austere vision of its naked branches.

A limited edition of only 100 pieces.
BOGO DINING TABLE (Fixed)
IMPERIAL CHAIR
BOGO VITREEN
BOGO SIDEBOARD 2.20
BOGO SIDEBOARD MIRROR
Imperador Plus

• IMPERADOR PLUS •

IMPERADOR PLUS TV UNIT
IMPERADOR PLUS BAR UNIT (LEFT OR RIGHT)
IMPERADOR PLUS OVAL / ROUND / TRIANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
AVANTGARDE • AVANTGARDE •

• AVANTGARDE 4 DOORS SIDEBOARD
VALENTINA CONSOLE MIRROR

AVANTGARDE ROUND DINING TABLE
SLIDING SEAT/BACK CHAIR
SLIDING AVANTGARDE RECT. COFFEE TABLE

SLIDING SIDEBOARD - OCTANE CHAIR
SLIDING SQUARE EXT. DINING TABLE - OCTANE CHAIR
Consoles

REBECCA CONSOLE AND OCÉANÉ MIRROR

KATE CONSOLE | VALENTINA CONSOLE MIRROR

MADRID CONSOLE

MADRID CONSOLE MIRROR
Benches

• BENCHES •

MEDIALE RECT. EXT. DINING TABLE
BENCH W/ BACK

BENCH CORNER W/ BACK
FINISHING

MADEIRA WOOD

CV 01
CV 02
CV 03
CV 11
CV 09
CV 10
CV 12
CV 04
CV 05
CV 06
CVL 14
CVL 15
CVL 16

NG “WALNUT”, FOLHA, LEAF

NG 01, WALNUT
NG 02, PRATA/SILVER
NG 03, OURO/GOLD
NG 04, BRONZE/BRONZE
NG 05, CHAMPAGNE/CHAMPAGNE
VELLOURS CAT. D

MATIZES CAT. D